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correspondinq  to an altitude of approximately 40,000  ft.     Test data was  obtained 
for  the  af!.jr body angle of  attack  range 
odn.ircl deflections. 

0  to 10 degrees with 0 and Z5 degree 

For  the above conditions,  the pressure probe  is capable of measuring 
altitude  to within *100  ft and the  fuze system is capable of measuring altitude 
to within ±120  ft.    Although it is  expected that the above precision can be 
maintained for altitudes between sea level  and 5,000  ft,  additional wind tunnel 
tests at  the appropriate Reynolds numbers are required. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Laser Guided Honest John Missile Is provided with a seeker nose 
swiveled to the vehicle afterbody, (fig. 1A). The seeker nose, essen- 
tially a hemisphere-circular cylinder of diameter 3.3 In., Is provided 
with a ring-tall which causes the seeker nose to self-align with the 
flight velocity vector. The stagnation region of the nose Is provided 
with laser optics and the radome glass eye enclosing the optics has an 
aperture of about 1.3 In.  For guidance, canards attached to an after- 
body are deflected through +5 degrees with respect to the afterbody, and 
the afterbody can attain angles of Incidence of +10 degrees with respect 
to the seeker nose. 

Figure 1A.  Forward section of the Laser Guided Honest John Missile 



The  fuzing requirement specifies  the determination of an altitude 
within the  range sea  level to 5000 ft,  with a  3 slgma system precision 
of 200 ft.     The method of determining the fuzing altitude Is accomplished 
by sensing the value of  the undisturbed ambient pressure when the vehicle 
is at  the  required altitude over the target at a speed between Mach 0.9 
and  1.2.     The error budget  is assumed  to be comprised of the errors aris- 
ing from the following sources: 

(a) Prediction of  the pressure-altitude  relationship over  the 
target, 

(b) Time response of the system, relating to the difference in time 
between that at which the pressure is sensed at the orifices to 
the closing of a barometric switch, 

(c) Barometric  switch closure,  and 
(d) Sensing the  undisturbed ambient pressure. 

In evaluating altitude error,  it will be convenient  to refer to  the 
f'ct  that  for all altitudes between sea level and 5,000  ft, a 1-percent 
v<..laticn of pressure  corresponds to an altitude change of about 275  ft. 
Accordingly,   the magnitudes of these errors appear  to be as follows: 

The pressure-altitude relationship at  the launch site is assumed 
known to within  the accuracy of a balloon measurement.     Horizontal 
pressure gradients over flat, unchanging terrains  are generally neglig- 
ible over distances of  15 miles.     Consequently,  the error in the pre- 
dicted pressure-altitude relation at  the target is  assumed to be 0.1 
percent of  the actual undisturbed ambient pressure. 

It  is assumed that  the vertical  rate of descent of  the vehicle over 
the target does not exceed 1,000 ft/sec.    The length of the air line as 
measured  from the sensing orifices to  the barometric switch will be 
about 2  ft.     Since a prediction of the pressure variation with time over 
the  target can be Included in reducing the time  lag error and because 
the air line diameter can be modified as required,   it is assumed that 
the time  lag response error can be limited to 10 msec, (refs 1-3).*   The 
corresponding altitude error thereby does not exceed 10 ft. 

Barometric switches with fixed pressure settings are production items 
and are readily available to determine a pressure with an accuracy of 0.25 
percent, (ref 4). 

Each of  the  four sources of error mentioned above occurs  indepen- 
dently of  the other.     The principal source of error is in the sensing of 
the undisturbed ambient pressure.    Consequently,   in order to attain the 
required +200 ft  accuracy,  the undisturbed ambient pressure must be 
sensed to within 0.7 percent of  its value. 

*Literature Cited  is   listed on pages  39,   40,   and  41. 



The technology and hardware for producing the required barometric 
fuze system are available for all Items except the pressure sensor. 
Since a moving vehicle alters the pressure field of the enveloping fluid, 
the requirement of a precision pressure sensor means that this device must 
be adapted to the specific vehicle and its trajectory.  Accordingly, an 
"off-the-shelf" precision pressure sensor is not possible and it was 
necessary to develop a sensor specifically adapted for the Laser Guided 
Honest John Missile.  This development consisted primarily in the wind 
tunnel testing of previously tested bodies.  Previous work to develop 
precision pressure sensors to measure undisturbed ambient pressure over 
a range of transonic Mach numbers is given in references 5-20.  The sensor 
development presented here follows precisely the procedure described in 
reference 5. 

The problem of developing a precision pressure sensor to determine 
undisturbed ambient pressure for a Mach number range consists of two 
parts: 

(a) Locating the orifices in the pressure field Influenced by the 
vehicle motion such that the pressure at the site of the 
orifices can be established as a known, well-behaved, unique 
function of the vehicle Mach number, and 

(b) Designing a compensation probe on which the orifices are 
located so that, at each Mach number, the pressure induced by 
the probe at the site of the orifices is equal and opposite to 
that produced by the moving vehicle. 

The pressure change (with respect to the undisturbed ambient) caused 
by the vehicle motion, noted in (a), is called "the position error." The 
position error is used to establish the requirements for the compensation 
probe.  When the position error is known, the problem remains to find the 
body, i.e., the compensation probe shape, having the characteristics 
described above.  Because of possible flow angularity, the orifices are 
circularly distributed and the compensation probe is a body of revolution. 
As will be indicated, the pressure sensor may be completely evaluated in 
a wind tunnel and flight tests may not be necessary. 

Two probes, symmetrically mounted, will be used in the flight 
application,(fig. IB). The longer probe is the compensation probe and 
the shorter probe is used to maintain a balance in the aerodynamic drag 
so as to allow the seeker nose to align with the wind velocity vector. 



Figure IB. Compensation and dummy probes mounted on the nose of the 
Laser Guided Honest John Missile 
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2.  APPARATUS 

2.1 Wind Tunnel and Measurement Precision 

All test data was obtained in the continuous 7 x 10 ft NSRDC tran- 
sonic wind tunnel facility (refs 21, 22). The test Mach number range 
0.90 to 1.15 was obtained by altering the fan speed and venting the test 
section pressure. The associated Reynolds number per foot for all tests 
was approximately 1.92 million, which corresponds to an altitude of 
approximately 40,000 ft.  As shown In figure 2, the Reynolds numbers of 
the NSRDC facility are smaller than those corresponding to flight con- 
ditions by a factor of between 3 and 4. 
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Figure 2.    Reynolds numbers of NSRDC tests and for flight at standard 
atmospheric conditions 
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For all tests, temperature-calibrated pressure transducers having 
a full-scale range of +1 psi, with a maximum error of 0.005 psi over 
the entire pressure range, were used to measure the test section total 
pressure at the model and the static pressures on the position error 
and compensation probes. The test section total pressure transducer was 
referenced to the total in the wind tunnel settling chamber and the static 
pressures were referenced to the tunnel static in the tank.  (The lower 
and upper tank sections are the sections below and above the slots in the 
floor and ceiling of the test section.) The reference readings were 
measured by an electronic liquid manometer which has an accuracy of 
+0.001 psi. The wind tunnel free stream static pressures ranged in 
value between 3.1 and 4.0 psi, so that the maximum 0.005 psi transducer 
error corresponds to a maximum error of 0.16 percent of the undisturbed 
ambient pressure.  However, as determined from the transducer cali- 
brations, observing the transducer repeatability, and comparing the data 
output of transducers simultaneously subjected to the same pressure, it 
appears that the actual measurement error caused by the transducers is 
within 0.1 percent of the wind tunnel free stream static pressure. 

Except for boundary reflected shocks, the static pressures in the 
test section along the tunnel centerline are always within 1 percent 
of the tunnel static pressure. However, the relation between the static 
pressures along the tunnel centerline with the tunnel reference static 
is not known.  (The determination of this relation is a major task of 
reference 22.) The present data assumes that the centerline pressures 
are the same as the tunnel tank (reference) static. 

The small wind tunnel flow misalignment, less than 0.5 degree, is 
not a source of error in the probe measurements because the probe 
orifices are in a circular ring and connected to a common chamber at each 
station. 

The blockage of the model for zero deflection of the canards and 
afterbody amounted to 0.6 ft2 and Increased for maximum deflections of 
these surfaces to 0.8 ft2.  Thus, for all tests, the blockage amounted 
to only about 1 percent of the tunnel test section area; no blockage 
corrections were made. 

Accounting for the above sources of error, the maximum measurement 
error in determining the probe static pressures amounts to 0.1 percent 
of the wind tunnel free stream static pressure. The maximum error in 
measuring the total pltot pressure at the model amounted to 0.1 percent 
of the wind tunnel total pressure. For speeds in the Mach range 0.90 
to 1.15, an 0.1 percent error in measuring static or total pressure 
produces an approximately 0.1 percent error in the determination of 
Mach number. 
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2.2 Teat Model 

All tests were made using a full-scale, production model of the 
forward section of the Laser Guided Honest John Missile, (fig. 1).  The 
section tested is sufficiently large to yield the same induced pressures 
forward of the nose as would occur for the entire vehicle.  This fact was 
demonstrated experimentally by showing that the induced pressures 
occurring forward of the nose for zero canard and afterbody deflections 
were within 0.1 to 0.2 percent of those obtained for fully deflected 
canards and afterbody. 

2.3 Position Error Pyobe 

The position error probe consisted of a circular-cylindrical stain- 
less steel tube, 0.375 in. in outside diameter, with an open-ended blunt 
nose to measure pitot pressure, (fig. 3).  The orifices were set in rings 
of 8 orifices each, with adjacent orifices spaced 45 degrees apart, at 
stations A.5, 6.5, 8.5, and 9.5 in. aft of the nose. All orifices had a 
diameter of 0.031 inch. All orifice stations were located 12 or more 
probe diameters downstream of the nose and therefore, since the probe 
was aligned with the flow velocity vector, the pressures at these 
stations were local static pressures not measurably influenced by dis- 
turbances at the nose or otherwise by the presence of the probe. 

The position error probe was provided with five internally sealed 
chambers so that the pitot pressure and four static pressures could be 
measured simultaneously; each static pressure was the average value at 
the station given by a ring of orifices.  Tubing of 0.10 in. inside 
diameter of approximately 2. ft lengths was used to connect each chamber 
with a transducer. 

2.A Compensation Probes 

The three compensation probes used in the tests are illustrated in 
figures AA, AB, and AC and their coordinates are given in the appendix. 
Probe A is the probe 1A cited in reference 5. A feature of this probe is 
the four rings of orifices axially spaced to attempt to minimize the effect 
of the bow shock. 

The coordinates of probe B were obtained by changing the scale of 
the probe described with A^ase/Amax ■ 0.532, //dj^ - 13 and with a ring 
of orifices at x// ■ 0.305; see p. 11 of reference 6. This probe is illus- 
trated in figure 4B and the coordinates are given in the appendix. 
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The coordinates of probe C were obtained by scaling a probe design 
for which unpublished wind tunnel data Is available, (fig. AC).  The nose 
section of this probe Is a circular arc, followed by a truncated conical 
section whose generators make an angle of 0.5 degree with respect to the 
probe axis.  Upon attaining an outer diameter of 0.375 In., the conical 
section changes into a circular cylinder. 

The orifices for all probes were 0.31 In. In diameter and were 
connected to a common chamber.  This chamber consisted of the Inside 
tubing of the probe.  In this way, errors arising from possible small 
flow angularities were reduced. 

The surfaces of all compensation probes were highly polished and 
free of burrs and irregularities near the orifices, except for distributed 
roughness about 0.005 In. high located between stations 0.2 and 0.3 In. 
aft of the nose tip. The purpose of the roughness was to fix boundary 
layer transition, (ref 23). 

2.5 Dummy Probe 

A dummy probe to balance the aerodynamic drag arising from the 
compensation probe and thereby to help maintain the vehicle nose self- 
alignment with the velocity vector was mounted with the dummy probe nose 
extending 1 In. forward of the vehicle nose, (fig. IB),  In the wind 
tunnel tests, a blunt tipped probe, rather than the pointed one shown, 
was used to measure local pitot pressure and thus provide a check on 
the total pressure measurements recorded In the tunnel settling chamber. 
Construction details of this probe are given In figure 5. 

.375 0.0. X.035WALL 

LEAD TUBE (1.0. = 0.r) 

\ 

Figure 5. Dummy probe 
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3.  DETERMINATION OF AMBIENT PRESSURE 

3.1 Position Error Measurements 

The pressure variation with Mach number at any point on a surface 
of a vehicle easily exceeds +20 percent of the average value at that 
point over the Mach range 0.9 to 1.2,(refs 24-29). Flow separation and 
shocks, acting alone or In combination, together with large changes in 
local velocity produce large variations of static pressure.  Schlieren 
photographs of the Honest John Missile taken at Mach 1.024 and 1.137 
clearly Illustrate this type of flow, (figs. 6 and 7).  The local Mach 
number varies from 0 at the stagnation point to almost twice that of the 
vehicle at a short distance aft of the stagnation point.  The isentropic 
variation of stagnation pressure amounts to +18 percent through the speed 
range Mach 0.90 to 1.20.  Consequently, it is not possible to determine 
the undisturbed ambient pressure to a precision of say +10% by locating 
a pressure sensor on the Honest John vehicle itself. 

The pressure is larger than the undisturbed ambient for subsonic 
speeds at stations forward of the vehicle nose, and this difference 
increases with increasing Mach number and with decreasing distance from 
the nose, (ref 5). At very low supersonic speeds, the flow is supersonic 
(and equal to that of the vehicle) at distances of several nose diameters 
forward of the vehicle, followed by a shock, called the bow shock, and 
is subsonic between the bow shock and the nose.  The Mach number grad- 
ient along the nose axis is continuous from the nose to the bow sh( ck. 
At Mach 1.01, the bow shock oscillates in position between 3 and 4 nose 
diameters forward of the nose. As the vehicle speed further increases, 
the bow shock proceeds towards the nose and the strength of the shock 
increases (ratio of pressures behind to forward of the shock). The 
pressure everywhere forward of the bow shock is the undisturbed ambient 
pressure. 

A precision probe thereby requires that the orifices be located 
where the error produced by the shock is within the application pre- 
cision requirements.  Once this requirement is met, the compensation 
probe is designed to induce a pressure (with respect to the undisturbed 
ambient) equal and opposite to that induced by the vehicle when the 
orifices are in a subsonic flow field and no pressure change at super- 
sonic speeds, the latter occurring when the bow shock is between the 
orifices and the nose. 

Small bow shock strengths not exceeding 1.005 (ratio of downstream 
to upstream static pressures across the shock) require orifice locations 
of 2 or more nose diameters forward of the nose.  Moreover, it is 
easier to design a compensation probe and more precise measurements of 
ambient pressure at transonic speeds are usually possible when the 
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Figure 6.  Flow field around nose of missile.  Mach number » 1.024 

Figure 7.  Flow field around nose of misoile.  Mach number • 1.137 
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magnitude of  the required subsonic induced pressure is small.    Thus,   the 
probe precision improves as   the orifices are placed  farther forward of 
the nose. 

The position error probe, previously described,  measures the true 
static pressure simultaneously at each of the  four axial positions of the 
orifices.    The position error probe was mounted with its axis along the 
vehicle nose  axis and measurements were obtained through the Mach range 
0.90 to 1.00  for afterbody angles of incidence between 0 and 10 degrees 
with 0 and S degree canard deflections.     The orifices were  located 5,  6, 
8, and 10 in.   forward of  the  nose.    At subsonic speeds,  deflections of 
the canards and afterbody tend to increase  the static pressure at the 
above orifice positions. 

The data given in figure 8 clearly shows that  this anticipated static 
pressure increase amounts  to only about 0.1  to 0.2 percent  for all orifice 
locations throughout the entire Mach range.    Of course,  as previously 
noted,  the canard and afterbody deflections have no effect when the 
orifices are  In a supersonic  flow.    For all practical purposes,  this 
means that the performance of the position error and compensation probes 
can be evaluated for a single configuration of  the vehicle. 

For the  above  tests,   it may be worth noting that  the nose was free 
to swivel and self-align with  the air stream.     In each test,  the nose 
aligned to within 0.2 degree of the tunnel axis, which was the limiting 
accuracy of this measurement.     In all of the remaining test work,  for 
convenience and to Insure flow alignment,  the seeker nose was locked into 
position and the canards were set at 5 degrees with zero afterbody 
deflection. 

For flight application,   the compensation probes are expected to be 
mounted on the side of the nose and not along the nose axis,   figure 1. 
Consequently,   in a1l  the remaining tests,   the position error measurements 
given in figure 9 and compensation probe measurements were obtained for 
the probes mounted en the side of the nose,  as designed for use In actual 
flight.    As experlme itally demonstrated In reference 5 and as indicated 
by the close agreement between the data of figures 8 and 9 the pressure 
gradient normal to the nose axis is negligibly small at distances of two 
or more nose diameters forward of the nose. 

In actual flight,  to help maintain the required nose self-alignment 
with the velocity vector.  It  is expected that the compensation probe will 
be used together with a dummy probe mounted on the side of  the nose and 
rotated 180 degrees from the compensation probe.    The main aerodynamic 
contribution of the compensation probe is expected to be the drag pro- 
duced at the Junction of the probe with the nose.    Accordingly, as a 
dumay, all test measurements were made using the 3/8 in.  diameter pitot 
pressure probe mounted with the nose tip of the probe 1 in.   forward of 
the vehicle nose. 
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Position error measurements were subsequently repeated during the 
test program for which the compensation probes were being evaluated. 
These measurements were made with the (probe mounted on Che side of the 
nose) orifices at stations 6,  7, 9, and 11 inches forward of the nose. 
Repetition of Che position error measurements at subsonic speeds was made 
to Insure that the previous position error test results were valid.    In 
addition, Che measurements were extended Co Mach 1.15, which is the upper 
limit of ehe NSRDC transonic facility.    The position error tests were 
extended to supersonic speeds to determine the extent to which the wind 
tunnel provides adequate undisturbed ambient pressures,  since wind tunnel 
pressure data is invalid at very low supersonic speeds because of shock 
reflections from the tunnel walls onto the probe or onto Che model which 
can influence Che probe pressure through the subsonic boundary layer. 
At higher supersonic speeds,   shocks of small strength and/or flow nonuni- 
formlty can result in differences of static pressure between the tunnel 
axis and the tunnel tan';, where the latter was assumed to be the undis- 
turbed ambient pressure. 

The two sets  ot position error data are In good agreement.    The 
data for the orifices 6,  7,  9,  and 11 in.  forward of the nose are shown 
in  figure 9.    The  11-in.  data  is accurate for  readings of less than 0.5 
percent but Is in error by as much as 0.5 percent at readings of 2 per- 
cent or larger because of a faulty transducer.     The 11-in.   data Is In- 
cluded In the figure because,   together with the Schlieren photographs,  it 
helps to clearly show the progress of the bow shock toward  the nose with 
increasing Mach number and does give a measure of the tunnel  flow dis- 
turbances at supersonic speeds. 

The pressures  Induced by  the missile increase with increasing Mach 
number in a smooth manner at  all orifice locations from Mach 0.90 up to 
and including Mach 1.003, (fig.   9).  The data shows no apparent wind tunnel 
interference or effect of the bow shock up to and including Mach 1.003. 
Although the Schlieren photograph for Mach 1.003 shows  the presence of 
a shock oscillating between stations 11.5 and 12.5 in.   forward of the 
nose,   the shock is apparently  too weak to cause any effect,   (fig.   10). 

The Schlieren photograph at Mach 1.011, (flg.   11),  shows  the shock 
oscillating between stations  10 and 12.    Here,  a break in the pressure 
rise is observed at station 11,  with no effect on the remaining orifices, 
(fig.   9). 

The shock oscillation occurs between stations 9.2 and 10.A at Mach 
1.019, (fig.  12), whereupon the flow at station 11 appears to be entirely 
supersonic with a pressure corresponding approximately to the undis- 
turbed ambient.    The pressure at station 9, located Just downstream of 
the shock, is about  1 percent of the undisturbed  ambient larger than 
that which would have occurred in the absence of  the shock, (fig.  9). 
Similarly,  the shock produces increased pressures of about 0.7 and 0.5 
percent of the ambient at stations 7 and 6. 
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Figure 10. Position of bow shock on position error probe. M - 1.003 
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Figure 11.    Position of bow shock on position error probe.    M ■ 1.011 
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Figure 12. Position of bow shock on position error probe. M - 1.019 
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A bow shock oscillates between stations 4.6 and 7.5 at Mach 1.030, 
(fig. 13), so that the flow at stations 9 and 11 is entirely supersonic 
with pressures corresponding approximately to the undisturbed ambient. 
The shock produces an approximate 0.8 percent increase of the ambient 
pressure at station 6, (fig. 9). The oscillations of the shock over the 
orifices at station 7 cause the pressures to tend to an average value 
which is almost a continuation of the subsonic pressure increase with 
Mach number for this station. As previously noted, seven readings at 
1-sec intervals were recorded for each data point. A review of this data 
shows that the fluctuations occur too rapidly to be recorded with the 
present instrumentation.  Hence, although pressure fluctuations associated 
with the shock oscillations are unquestionably present, the system time 
lag is too large to record them. However, the system time lag is not an 
important consideration in the design of the present fuze system, since 
the axial position of the bow shock moves large distances with very small 
changes in Mach number. 

The flow is supersonic at all four orifice locations at Mach 1.049. 
As shown in the Schlieren photograph, (fig. 14), the bow shock is station- 
ary at station 4.8, well behind all four orifice locations. The tunnel 
interference is significant (difference between the orifice pressure 
and the tunnel static exceeds 0.4 percent of the tunnel static for super- 
sonic flow) over the Mach range 1.03 to 1.07. The wind tunnel flow then 
appears to be satisfactory for the remainder of the supersonic range, 
except with some correction needed for Mach numbers between 1.134 and 
1.151 where pressure disturbances of about +0.5 percent of the tunnel 
static appear. 

The pressure error measurements given in figures 8 or 9 establish 
the requirements for the compensation probes. 

3.2 Compensation Probe Measurements 

At subsonic speeds, because of the local increase of speed, pressures 
lower than the undisturbed free stream ambient occur over the nose region 
of highly streamlined bodies of revolution. Pressure data on this type 
of body is readily available, (refs 5-20). The pressure difference 
between the undisturbed ambient and body value decreases with increased 
streamlining of the body. For selected orifice locations on highly 
streamlined bodies, the body pressure becomes approximately equal to the 
undisturbed ambient over a range of supersonic speeds.  The required 
pressure variation with Mach number for the compensation probe is the 
negative of that given by the pressure error measurements shown in 
figures 8 or 9 for several locations of the orifices forward of the nose 
of the Honest John Missile. As previously stated, the accuracy with 
which the ambient pressure can be measured improves as the orifices are 
moved further forward of the nose. 
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Figure 13. Position of bow shock on position error probe. M - 1.030 
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Figure 14. Position of bow shock on position error probe. M - 1, 049 
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Each compensation probe measurement was obtained using three trans- 
ducers teed Into a common channel connecting the ring or rings of the 
orifices, with the tip of the probe extending 12 Inches forward of the 
vehicle nose.  The output of each transducer was Individually obtained 
and the reduced data compared with each other to minimize possible error 
In the data.  As with the position error measurements, seven readings at 
1-sec Intervals were recorded for each data point along with Schlieren 
photographs. The data Is presented In the form of P as a function of 
M for each of the probes In figures ISA - 15C, Each symbol o, x, ♦ 
refers to a specific transducer, As shown, the reduced data from the 
three transducers agrees to within +0.1 percent of the pressure value 
for each data point and each probe, which Is well within the +0.5 per- 
cent maximum error limits of each transducer. 

Typical for each probe, the quantity P varies smoothly with M over 
the range 0.90 to about 1.01, at which speed an oscillating bow shock Is 
located a short distance forward of the orifices and causes an Increase 
In the pressure at the orifices of each probe. At low supersonic speeds, 
there will tend to be some effect of the probe nose shape on the bow 
shock oscillation and Its position at a given Mach number, since the bow 
shock position Is highly unstable and travels several Inches in the 
direction toward the vehicle nose as the speed Increases from 1.00 to 
1.02.  However, within a difference of Mach number less than 0.01, the 
bow shock behavior for the compensation and position error probes Is 
essentially the same. Moreover, the differences between the nose shapes 
of the three compensation probes were not sufficient to significantly 
affect the position of the bow shock or the Mach number at which It 
appeared. For each probe, the bow shock produces a pressure Increase 
of between 0.4 and 0.5 percent of the static pressure at Mach 1.01. 

The real-time output of each transducer was displayed and conse- 
quently It was possible to observe the probe pressure as the tunnel speed 
was changed. The pressure Increases caused by the bow shock shown In 
figures 15A - 15C are the maximum that could be observed. The pressure 
Increase appeared only over a Mach number range of less than 0.01, 
because of the large travel of the bow shock with Mach number. 

A marked decrease In pressure occurs Immediately following the 
bow shock passage over the orifices in the direction towards the vehicle 
nose. These pressure decreases are shown In figures ISA - ISC and occur 
for each of the three compensation probes at between Mach 1.02 and 1.01. 
The bow shock Is of sufficient strength (ratio of pressures Immediately 
aft to forward of shock) to produce tunnel wall boundary-reflected 
shocks and expansion waves that affect the pressures at the probe orifices. 
The reduction in pressure arises from the flow expansion produced by the 
model-tunnel Interference. Of course, these reflected shocks and flow 
expansions would not occur In flight, and all such data Is Invalid over 
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the Mach number range for which they occur. Since the appearance of the 
bow shocks for the position error probe Is essentially Identical to that 
on the compensation probes, the position error data can be used to 
Indicate the Mach number limits for which wind tunnel Interference will 
affect the probe data. As previously noted In figure 9, the position 
error data Indicates tunnel Interference over the range 1.03 to 1.07 and 
some pressure nonuniformities between 1.13 and 1.15. This result Is In 
agreement with the compensation probe data shown In figures ISA - 15C, 
where marked decreases In the probe pressures occur In the range 1.02 to 
1.06.  Consequently, the compensation probe data was assumed Invalid for 
the Mach rang! 1.02 to 1,07.  in addition, the compensation probe data 
at Mach 1.15 was corrected by the amount of the tunnel error Indicated 
for the speed by the position error data; namely the ratio P for each 
compensation probe was Increased by 0.5 percent. 

As shown In figures 15A - 15C, with the above corrections, the data 
envelopes for P (defining the maximum and minimum differences between the 
probe and undisturbed ambient pressures) are given by +0.1 and -0.6 per- 
cent for probe A, +0.7 and -0.9 percent for probe B, and -1.3 and -2.6 
percent for probe C. Thus, the total variations of P for the three 
probes amount to +0.35, +0.8, and +0.65 percent, respectively.  If we 
exclude the small speed range of less than 0.01 in Mach number for which 
the bow shock affects the orifice pressure, the envelope P for probe B 
is improved to 0.4 and -0.9 percent for a total variation of +.65 percent. 

As Indicated by the position error measurements of figure 9, the value 
of P will Increase as the probe orifices are moved closer to the nose of 
the missile for the Mach range 0.90 to 1.01. At higher supersonic speeds, 
Reynolds number effects may produce pressure variations at stations near 
the vehicle nose.  Otherwise, except for a very small change of Mach 
number denoting the passage of the bow shock, relocating the probe 
orifices will not affect P at supersonic speeds.  No reduction in the 
envelope of P for probe A would be obtained by relocating the orifices. 
Moving the orifices away from the nose of the missile a distance of 
approximately 2 in. could reduce the total variation of P for probe B 
to values to within +0.A percent.  Because the quantity 3zP/dM^>0 
increases with decreasing distance from the nose for Mach numbers be- 
tween 0.90 and 1.01 (fig. 9), a similar improvement In the variation 
of P to within +0.5 percent would occur for probe C by moving the 
orifices toward the missile nose.  However, because of the limited wind 
tunnel testing time and since the tunnel test conditions corresponded to 
about 40,000 ft rather than the required sea level to 5,000 ft altitude, 
data was not obtained for various probe positions. 

The value for P may be made more positive at supersonic speeds by 
blunting the nose of the compensation probes, figure 22 of reference 5. 
The variation of P for probes A and B appears to be as large or larger at 
supersonic speeds than at subsonic speeds.  Consequently, within the P 
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variation defined by Che supersonic speed range,  the positions of probes 
A and B may be  changed somewhat without affecting the P variation for 
the entire Mach range 0.9  to 1.15.    However,   the final determination of 
the probe position must  also take into account  the distribution of 
speeds of  the missile at which fuzing is required.     In  this way, a dis- 
tribution for the system fuzing error can be obtained and the probe 
position can be shifted  to optimize this distribution with respect to 
minimizing the maximum error, minimizing the average error and so forth. 

A.       SUMMARY 

(a) Position error and compensation probe measurements were con<- 
ducted at  the NSRDC 7 x  10  ft transonic wind  tunnel  facility over the 
Mach number  range 0.90  to 1.15 at an approximate Reynolds number per 
foot of 1.92 million,   the  latter corresponding to an altitude of approx- 
imately 40,000 ft.    Although wind tunnel Interference effects made the 
measurements Invalid for  the Mach range 1.02  to 1.07,   the variations 
obtained for P can be assumed applicable over  the entire  test range. 

(b) Position error measurements in the region 5  to  10 in.  forward 
of the vehicle nose show  that a predicted rise in static pressure caused 
by simultaneous  5 degree  canard and 10 degree afterbody deflections 
amounted  to only about 0.1  to 0.2 percent of  the static pressure through 
the Mach range 0.90 to  1.00;  no effect occurs  for M 21.05.    Consequently, 
all evaluations of the  compensation probes can be made at a single con- 
figuration of  the vehicle. 

(c) The bow shock caused a maximum increase in static pressure on 
the compensation probes  of 0.5 percent,  and its influence was noted 
over a Mach range of less  than 0.01. 

(d) The compensation probe pressures at  sea level conditions can 
be expected  to be only slightly changed from those obtained in the 
present tests.     Consequently,  it is expected that any necessary changes 
in probe performance can be obtained by making small  changes in the 
amount the probe extends beyond the seeker nose and without any change 
of the probe itself.    The coordinates of  the  three probes are considered 
final,  as given. 

(e) When  the compensation probes are mounted In  the position for- 
ward of the vehicle to yield the smallest overall variations of P,  it 
is expected  that   these variations for probes A,  B,  and C will be +0.35, 
+0.4,  and +0.5 percent of  the undisturbed ambient pressure,  respectively. 
This accuracy is  consistent with the results  reported In reference 5. 
Since a 1 percent change  in pressure corresponds to an altitude change of 
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275 ft. and allowing for 0.1 percent error in prediction of the pressure- 
altitude relation, 0.25 percent error in the barometric switch and the 
above probe errors, for altitudes between sea level and 5,000 ft, the 
fuze system error is not expected to ecceed 120, 130, and 160 ft for 
probes A, B, and C, respectively. The error distribution and standard 
deviation for the fuzing system cannot be given, since no information 
is available regarding the distribution for the missile speed. 

(f)  Since Reynolds number effects are not actually k.iown for 
compensation probes on blunt-nosed vehicles, and since it is only 
assumed that the present results can be extended without error from 
Mach 1.15 to 1.20, it is recommended that the compensation probes be 
evaluated on the full-scale model of the forward section of the Honest 
John Missile at sea level flight conditions, as is possible in the NASA 
Ames 11 x 11 ft transonic wind tunnel facility.  Because of its larger 
size, this facility can also be expected to Introduce a smaller Mach 
range of wind tunnel interference on the model, compared with the 
interference found between Mach 1.02 and 1.07 in the NSRDC facility. 
These wind tunnel tests would be sufficient to complete the evaluation 
of the probes and free flight tests may not be required. 
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SYMBOLS 

M   free stream Mach number 

p   local static pressure (sensed by probe), psl 

p-  free stream static pressure, psl 

i " P- ~ °"   error In measuring free stream static pressure 

x   axial distance from tip of probe nose, Inch 

y   distance from centerllne of probe to surface 
of probe, Inch 
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APPENDIX 

PROBU COORDINATES 

PROBE A PROBE B 

x, in. y. in. 

0 0 
.023 .0104 
.034 .0134 
.056 .0193 
.113 .0325 
.225 .0542 
.338 .0726 
.450 .0887 
.675 .1166 
.900 .1390 

1.125 .1559 
1.350 .1684 
1.575 .1770 
2.025 .1865 
2.250 .1875 1 

x y   j 

0 o   1 
.0185 .0080 
.0370 .0130 
.0556 .0180 
.0745 .0225 
.0930 .0265 

1  .1115 .0305 
j  .1300 .0340 
!  .1485 .0375 

.1670 .0405 

.1855 .0440 

.2785 .0590 

.3715 .0725 
,  .5570 .0965 

.7425 .1170 
1  .9280 .1355 
1.1140 .1520 
1.2995 .1675 
1.4850 .1810 
1.6710 .1930 
1.8565 .2040 
2.0420 .2135 
2.2275 .2220 
2.4135 .2300 
2.5990 .2365 

X y   j 

2.7845 .2425 
2.9705 .2470 
3.1560 .2505 
3.3415 .2535 
3.5270 .2555 
3.7130 .2565 
3.8985 .2570 
4.0840 .2565 
4.270 .2555 
4.4555 .2530 
4.6410 .2500 
4.8265 .2465 
5.0125 .2420 
5.1980 .2370 
5.3835 .2315 
5.5695 .2250 
5.755 .2185 
5.9405 .2115 
6.1260 .2040 
6.2190 .2005 
6.3120 .1970 
6.4045 .1940 
6.4975 .1910 
6.5905 .1890 
6.6830 .1875 

PROBE C 

X y 

3.903 .1623 
4.203 .1649 
4.503 ,1676 
5.003 .1719 
5.503 .1763 
6.003 .1807 
6.503 .1850 
6.772 .1874 
7.000 .1875 

Preceding page blank 
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